
                   

World Festival Competition of Dance Peoplesand Cultures
16th-19th December 2021 Montecatini Terme Italy

Euro-Asian Final

Participation rules for the AICS World Folk Vision Italia - Final of International Dances and Cultures  .
The competition is divided into 2 steps: the first is made by several selections in various italian and 
abroad cities, the second is the International Final, opened to all the nations. During the Finals, which  
will  be held in Montecatini  Terme from 16th to  19th December 2021,  will  be crowned the Italian 
winners  by  category  and  the  first  three  classified  for  Dance  (Classical,  Character,  Modern, 
Contemporary, Fantasy Acrodance, Hip Hop, Oriental Dances, Tap Dance, etc. including Break Dance 
contest),  Aerea Dance,  Folk,  Singing,  Musical,  Fashion  Show,  Instrumental,  Choirs,  for  each  level  
according to the regulations of Dance, Folk, Singing, Musical, Instruments, Choirs, Fashion Show. In 
addition, special participation prizes, 100% Gran Prix and 50% for National, International Finals and 
talent awards.
To all the athletes partecipating to the Final, will be given a certificate and a medal of participation, 
and a partecipation plaque for the schools.
Participation  to  the  selections  and  to  the  final  event,  are  open  to  AICS  members  and  to  other 
National/International Federations or Associations from all over of the world.
The Euro Asiatic Final is organized by the International Dances and Cultures Sector of AICS World folk  
Vision Italia, with the patronage of the international organization world Folk Vision. Will be a four  
days event, including performances, Master Classes and Round Tables, with an international jury in 
the presence of the Euro Asian President for Culture and International Humanitarian Cooperation, Mr. 
Vladimir Piskurev and AICS National President, Mr. Bruno Molea.
Access to the final is only through national or international selections.
The  participation  fee  for  the  Montecatini  Terme  Final  includes  accommodation  with  the  board 
specified on the form (attachment n°2). For the partecipants has given the opportunity to participate 
as a soloist, a couple or duo, a duet with at most two performances in different disciplines, same thing  
for trio, small groups and large groups. For all those wishing to do more than two performances, that 
will be possible by paying an additional fee of € 10,00 per participant for each additional performance. 
The  participation fee  also  includes,  for  athletes:  internships,  master  classes  and conferences;  for 
partners/supporters: the entrance to the performances.
Everything else is not included.
Due to the festival regulation (for info:  danzecultureinternazionali@aics.it  tel +39.348.3063496), all 
those who will participate to the final event (athletes and partners/supporters) must necessarily book 
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a two nights stay in Montecatini Terme (minimum), in affiliated hotels and through RANIERI  Tour  
Operator.
(for info: e-mail: booking@ranieritouroperator.com  tel. +39.0572.906015).
The difference you can find on the participation fees (see on the attachment 2), is because of different 
hotel categories offered.
The quotas indicated do not include travel expenses.

Below, you can find the steps for the registration to the event:
1.  Send to the organization and to Ranieri Tour Operator the registration form (attachment n°2) including  

the list of participants to the competitions.
2. Ranieri T.O. will send you a list of available hotels based on your request. Once you have chosen the  

hotel you prefer, Ranieri T.O. will emailng you the registration / booking confirmation, with the total  
amount to be paid.

3. Make the bank transfer to:
Aics  National  Directorate  IBAN  IT  22  X  0103003209000001370102   swift  PASCITM1A37  
Reason: Name of school / association and Final Participation Montecatini Terme. 

4. To validate participation, complete the registration via the “online registration platform”, attaching a 
copy of the bank transfer made.

Registration will be confirmed only upon the organization has received the balance.
In case of cancellation, please consider valid the cancellation policy indicated in the registration form 
(attachment n°2).

5. Send through the on line platform the choreographies or performances related to the backing tracks in 
MP3

Registrations will close on November 10th, 2021

The event is recognized by CONI (Italian National Olympic Committee) and it will be included in the 
CONI 2.0 platform for all AICS members.
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